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Recent changes are in blue and listed at the end of this document or at the-ninth-age.com/archive.html
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How to Use this Document
While we always strive to provide books of the highest quality, inadvertent mistakes and unforeseen consequences
in rules interaction tend to find their way into the documents. This errata document was created to fix the most
glaring issues and refers to the Rulebook Version 2.0 from December 21st, 2018.
Sometimes these fixes will also affect rules in the summaries of the Rulebook and/or the Arcane Compendium.
Additional edits for the summaries will not be listed separately in this document. Instead, the corresponding entries
will be marked with “*”.
We included a list of fixes that usually do not affect gameplay in a separate chapter, referred to as Cosmetic Patches.
At the end of the document, we provide short explanations for each erratum in the Designer Notes.

Rulebook
2.A.c Simultaneous Effects (page 5)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
• During the Deployment Phase, consider the player that finished deploying who completed their normal
deployment first to be the Active Player.
3.B Units (page 8)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Models in a unit that are not in the first rank must be positioned so that another model is directly in front of them,
which means that their entire Front Facing has to be in physical base contact with models in front of them.
All ranks must always have the same width, except the rear rank which can be shorter than the other ranks; this is
called an incomplete rear rank. Note that it’s perfectly fine for the rear rank to have gaps in it, as long as the
models are aligned with those of the other ranks. A rank in which one or more models are missing is called an
incomplete rank.
3.B.e Unit Boundary (page 8)
Add the following text:
For the purpose of drawing Line of Sight to a Unit Boundary and determining if its unit benefits from Cover, the
Height of the Unit Boundary corresponds to its unit's Height (see 19.C Classification of Units; Model Rules such as
Towering Presence, Tall or Skirmisher can affect this).
3.C.a Base Contact between Units and Models (page 10)
Add the following text:
A model is in base contact with a unit if it is in base contact with at least one model of that unit.
3.C.a.1 Base Contact between Models across Gaps (page 10)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Two opposing models are considered to be in base contact with each other across such gaps if you can draw a
straight line
● from one model to the other, including corner to corner
● that is perpendicular to the opposite both models' Facings
● that is perpendicular to both units' Engaged Facings
A model is considered to not be in base contact across a gap if its entire Facing that is opposite the enemy model
is in contact with a friendly model.
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4.B Line of Sight (page 12)*
Add the bold text:
Line of Sight cannot be drawn to targets if the endpoint would be outside the unit’s Front Arc, and models never
block Line of Sight to or from other models within the same unit. (...) A model is considered to have Line of Sight
to a unit if it can draw Line of Sight to any model inside that unit or to any part of the unit’s Unit Boundary.
4.C Unit Spacing (page 13)
Add the bold text:
Once these units have moved within 1” of these elements, they are allowed to remain there as long as they stay
within 1”. As soon as they move farther away, the usual restrictions regarding Unit Spacing apply again.
Removing a unit from the Battlefield (e.g. during a Reform) does not count as moving the unit farther away
for this purpose (unless the unit is actually placed back farther away than 1").
5.B.a Random Characteristics (page 15)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
When several models parts in the same unit have a random value for a Characteristic, roll separately for each
model part.
6.D Priority of Modifiers (page 17)
Add the bold text:
• Agility and Attack Value cannot be modified to lower than 1, unless they were lower than 1 before
modifications.
7.A Classification of Attacks (page 18)
Add the bold text:
All sources of damage are defined as attacks, which are then divided into Melee and Ranged Attacks (see figure 9).
For attacks caused by an action or rule of a model or unit, that model or unit is considered to be the
attacker, and its owner the player that makes the attack.
7.B Attack Sequence (page 19)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
6 Defender makes Special Save rolls; if failed, proceed.
7 Defender suffers unsaved wounds.
7 8 Defender removes loses Health Points and/or casualties.
9 Defender removes casualties.
8 10 Defender takes Panic Tests if necessary.
9.D Deployment Types (page 34)
Add the bold text:
3: Counterthrust
During their first 3 deployment turns, each player must deploy a single unit if possible, and cannot deploy any
Characters unless they have to.
6: Marching Columns
During their first 3 deployment turns, each player must deploy a single unit if possible, and cannot deploy any
Characters, War Machines, or War Platforms unless they have to.
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9.E Secondary Objectives (page 35)*
Add the bold text:
6: Secure Target
Each player must place the marker with its centre on a point that is more than 12” away from their Deployment
Zone and at least a third of the long Board Edge length (24” on a standard board) from the point marked by the
other marker.
10.A Deployment Phase Sequence (page 37)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
5 Deploy Scouting units (starting with the player who finished deploying completed their normal deployment
first)
6 Move Vanguarding units (starting with the player who finished deploying completed their normal
deployment last)
10.D Declare Intent to Go First or Second (page 37)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Once a the first player has deployed all of their units (excluding units that are deployed with alternative rules,
such as Ambushing or Scouting units), that player must announce whether they will play first or second should
they win the Roll for First Turn.
10.G Move Vanguarding Units (page 38)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Both players move their units with Vanguard (see “Vanguard (X)”, page 100), starting with the player who
finished deploying completed their normal deployment last.
10.I Roll For First Turn (page 38)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Both players must now roll a D6. The player that finished deploying who completed their normal deployment
first adds the Undeployed Units Number to their dice roll.
• If the player who finished deploying completed their normal deployment first scores a higher result, they play
first or second, whichever they previously declared.
• If the score is a tie or the player who finished deploying second completed their normal deployment last
scores a higher result, that player can now choose which player has the first turn.
11.B Declaring Charges (page 39)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
• At least one model in the Charging unit’s first rank must be able to draw Line of Sight to the Charged unit’s Unit
Boundary.
• There must be enough room to move the Charging unit into base contact with the Charged unit and to align the
units.
When determining if there is enough room for the Charging unit (...):
• Do not take into account any potential casualties inflicted to the any Charging unit (e.g. by Stand and Shoot
Charge Reactions or failed Dangerous Terrain Tests)
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11.C.c Flee (page 40)
Add the bold text:
After a unit completes this Flee Move, any unit that declared a Charge against this unit may immediately attempt
to Redirect the Charge. Any unit that does not do so may attempt to Redirect the Charge at a later point
during the Charge Phase immediately after the Fleeing unit performs another Flee Charge Reaction.
11.D Redirecting a Charge (BRB, page 41)
Add the bold text:
If passed, the unit may immediately, before declaring a Charge with any other unit, declare a new Charge
against another viable target unit, which may choose their Charge Reaction as normal.
11.E.c Aligning Units (page 41)
Add the bold text, the figure, and the captions:
After the Charger manages to move into base contact with the Charged unit, the units must now be aligned
towards each other. An align move is performed as follows: (...)
Align Moves can only be made in the direction of alignment with the enemy unit’s Charged Facing (see
figure e1). The Charged unit must only be moved if it is the only way to align the units. Units can never be moved
if they are already Engaged in Combat.

Figure e1: Align moves.
In all 5 examples, the blue unit Charges the Front Facing of the green unit.
a), b), and c) The align move of the Charging unit is made in the direction of alignment with the Charged Facing, so
these align moves are legal.
d) The Charging unit cannot align due to the Impassable Terrain. In this situation, the Charged unit has to perform
the Align move.
e) When contacting the Charged Facing during its Charge Move using Flying Movement, the blue unit overlaps the
Impassable Terrain. Rotating clockwise, the blue unit would still overlap the Impassable Terrain at the end of its
Charge Move, which is not allowed. In order to clear the Impassable Terrain, the blue unit would have to rotate
counter-clockwise. This align move is not legal because it it is not made in the direction of alignment with the
Charged Facing.
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11.E.f Combined Charges (page 43)
Add the bold text:
3 Perform the Charge Moves of all Charging units (including those failing their Charge) in the order that best
satisfies the priority order of the Maximising Contact rule. The Charged unit may only be rotated if this is
required to enable the first Charging unit to complete its Charge.
11.E.i Impossible Charge (page 46)
Add the following text:
Sometimes a unit can no longer complete its Charge Move due to casualties suffered during the Charge Move.
When this happens, backtrack the move to the unit's position before the Charge Move, and perform a Failed
Charge Move with the unit.
11.E.k Blocked Path (page 46)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
If, after declaring a Charge, a unit is unable to complete the declare a Charge in the Charge Phase solely due to
unengaged enemy units that it could not Charge (normally), or due to the combination of at least 2 unengaged
enemy units and one or more Impassable Terrain Features, it can declare a Charge against an unengaged
enemy unit and make a special Charge Move as described below. (...)
If it is not possible to align the units without changing the number of ranks or files, you may change the number of
ranks and files and do not have to maximise models in base contact. If this does not enable the Charged unit to
align, it must be aligned with a Facing other than the Charged Facing. If the enemy unit is unable to perform a
Combat Reform to align the units, the Blocked Path Charge Move cannot be performed.
12.D.d Reform (page 51)
Add the bold text:
A unit that has Reformed cannot shoot in the following Shooting Phase this Player Turn.
13.G.a Spell Properties (page 55)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
6 – Effect
Spell effects are never affected by any effects affecting the Caster, including Special Items, Model Rules, other
spell effects, or similar abilities affecting the Caster, unless specifically stated otherwise.
13.H.a Casting Attempt (page 57)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The Active Player declares which Wizard is casting which spell, and how many Magic Dice will be used, and what
its targets are. If applicable, they also declare which version of the spell is used and what its targets are. Between
1 and 5 dice from the Active Player’s Magic Dice pool must be used.
13.K.c Raise Health Points (page 60)
Add the following text:
• A Raised model with Front Rank must be placed as far forwards as possible in its unit displacing a R&F model.
The displaced R&F model is then placed following the rules for Raised models without Front Rank. If the displaced
model could not be placed in a legal position, the model with Front Rank cannot be Raised.
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14.A.a Shooting With a Unit (page 61)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
• Fleeing units models, Shaken units models, units models that are Engaged in Combat or were Engaged in
Combat at any point during the Player Turn, and units models that have Marched or Reformed this Player Turn
cannot perform Shooting Attacks.
• In case of Multipart Models, each model part can make a Shooting Attack in the same phase and is not limited to
using the same type of Shooting Attack as the other model parts.
14.D Hopeless Shots (page 65)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
For each successful roll, roll to hit again: on a roll of 4+, this second to-hit roll is always successful on a roll of 4+,
and the shot hits.
15.D.a Initiative Order (page 67)
Add the bold text:
The order starts at Initiative Step 10 with all attacks with Agility 10, and is resolved downwards to Initiative Step
0 with all attacks with Agility 0 or less.
15.D.c.1 Supporting Attacks (page 68)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
A model part that performs Supporting Attacks always has a maximum Attack Value of X, where X is defined by the
Height of the model, unless specifically stated otherwise (see “Model Classification”, page 87).
15.D.d.1 Swirling Melee (page 68)
Add the bold text:
Such models may elect to allocate their Close Combat Attacks towards non-Champion R&F models of the same
unit instead, exactly as if these R&F models were in the position of the enemy Character or Champion.
15.D.f Losing Base Contact (page 69)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
1. The unit that is going to lose base contact while not suffering casualties is moved the minimum amount needed
to keep the units it in base contact. If there is no such unit, the Active Player's unit counts as such for this
purpose.
2. If this will not bring the units back into contact, move the unit suffering casualties the minimum amount needed
to keep the units it in base contact instead.
(...) If several friendly units lose base contact at the same time, move them in the order that allows the maximum
number of units to stay in combat. If this number is equal, the Active Player decides the order. Note that either
unit still can only be moved the minimum amount needed to keep it in contact, even if this prevents
another unit from being nudged back into combat.
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15.E.c Fighting a Duel (page 70)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
• The two models count as being in base contact with each other (even if their bases are not physically touching
each other), in the Facings that their units are Engaged in with each other.
• The two models and must allocate all their Close Combat Attacks towards each other.
• Melee Attacks made towards a unit as a whole (such as Breath Attacks, Impact Hits, Grind Attacks, Stomp
Attacks) can only be made against the opposing duellist's unit and can only be distributed onto the opposing
duellist. Melee Attacks made at specific models (such as all models in base contact) are unaffected and work as
normal.
15.H.c Pursuit Distance and Pursuing Units (page 74)
Add the bold text:
1. Pivot
If there is not enough room to place the Pursuing unit, or if the Pursuing unit performed a Post-Combat
Reform in the previous Player Turn, treat the enemy unit as obstruction instead.
2.2. Enemy Unit
If the first obstacle would be the Unit Boundary of an enemy unit that did not Flee from the same combat, the
Pursuing unit declares a Charge against that unit, using its Pursuit Distance roll as its Charge Range. If the
Pursuing Unit performed a Post-Combat Reform in the previous Player Turn, it treats the enemy unit as
obstruction instead.
15.H.e.2 Post-Combat Reform (page 78)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The unit performs a Reform manoeuvre. If it does, the unit doesn’t count as loses Scoring for claiming Secondary
Objectives until the start of the following Player Turn and may not declare any Charges in the following Player
Turn.
16.B Removing Casualties (page 81)
Add the following text:
16.B.d Illegal Formation after Removing Models
If the removal of a model would lead to an illegal formation (there can only be gaps in an incomplete rear rank; see
“Units”, page 8), immediately redistribute models in the unit until the formation is legal, in decreasing priority
order:
● 1st priority: Change the width of the unit as little as possible.
● 2nd priority: Move the centre of the Front Facing as little as possible.
● 3rd priority: Redistribute as few models as possible.
16.B.e Removing Lasting Effects
Whenever a model that applies any effects to other elements in the game is removed as a casualty, these effects
end immediately, unless specifically stated otherwise (this also applies to effects with a specified duration like
activated effects with One use only).
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16.B.a Removing R&F Models (page 81)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
If the unit is in multiple ranks, R&F casualties are removed from the rear rank by the owner one by one, in any
order they choose.
If the unit is in a single rank casualties are removed from the first rank, remove models one by one as equally
as possible from both sides of the unit. Note that this only applies to each batch of simultaneous attacks.
If a Champion or Character model of a different Health Pool is in a position that would normally be removed as
a casualty, remove the next eligible R&F model and slide the Champion and/or Character model(s) into the now
empty spot redistribute the models in the unit into a legal formation, following the rules described in
16.B.d.
17.A Panic Test (page 83)
Add the bold text:
• In a single phase, the unit suffers Health Point losses equal to or greater than 25% of the number of Health
Points that it had at the start of the phase. This does not apply to single model units that started the game as a
single model (i.e. with a starting number of 1 model on the Army List). Ignore Health Point losses suffered
while Engaged in Combat. Take the Panic Test immediately after possible casualties have been removed.
(...) If the Panic Test was caused by any of the cases listed below, the unit Flees directly away from the enemy unit
that caused the Panic Test (Centre of Unit to Centre of Unit) instead, unless that unit no longer is on the
Battlefield.
20.A.a Dangerous Terrain (X) (page 89)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Note that:
• Dangerous Terrain Tests are taken as soon as the model is in contact with the relevant Terrain. If it does not
matter exactly when a model is removed as a casualty, take all Dangerous Terrain Tests for a unit at the same time.
• Immediately before one or more models in a unit take a Dangerous Terrain Test (e.g. when the first
model in a unit moves into contact with a Terrain Feature that counts as Dangerous Terrain), extrapolate
the unit's move to determine which models will have to take Dangerous Terrain Tests. This may require
the owner to declare how they intend to move the unit. If so, the unit will have to move as announced or as
close to that as possible, i.e. it must face the announced direction and the centre of its Front Facing must
be as close to the position where it would be if the unit had not suffered any casualties, after taking the
Dangerous Terrain Tests. The owner may then choose to continue moving the unit, however no model in
the unit that did not take a Dangerous Terrain Test for the Terrain Feature may move into contact with
that Terrain Feature during the rest of the unit's move.
• Take all Dangerous Terrain Tests caused by a single source at the same time.
• Hits suffered from Dangerous Terrain Tests are distributed onto the model’s Health Pool.
• A model never takes more than one Dangerous Terrain Test for the same Terrain Feature during a single move,
but it might have to take several Dangerous Terrain Tests caused by different Terrain Features or abilities.
• Use the position of the unit when taking the Dangerous Terrain Tests for all rules purposes (e.g. for
determining the range of Commanding Presence and Rally Around the Flag, for determining the direction
of the Flee Move if the unit fails a Panic Test, for causing Panic Tests in friendly units if the unit is removed
as a casualty, etc.).
20.B.b Fields (page 90)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Fields contribute to Soft Cover, except for models Unit Boundaries with Towering Presence.
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20.B.f Ruins (page 91)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Ruins contribute to Hard Cover, except for models U
 nit Boundaries with Towering Presence.
20.B.g Walls (page 91)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Walls contribute to Hard Cover, except for models Unit Boundaries with Towering Presence.
21.A.a.1 Ambush (page 93)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Starting with your Player Turn 2, immediately after step 2 of the each friendly Movement Phase Sequence (after
moving units with Random Movement), roll a dice for each of your Ambushing units. (...)
• Ambushing models count as having moved during the Player Turn they arrive on the Battlefield for the
purpose of shooting.
21.A.a.6 Commanding Presence (page 94)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The Discipline of all units, including Fleeing units, within 12″ of a friendly non-Fleeing model with
Commanding Presence may be set to the Discipline value of that model (...).
21.A.a.7 Engineer (X+) (page 94)
Add the bold text:
Once per Shooting Phase, an unengaged Engineer may select a single War Machine within 6″ that has not fired
yet during this Shooting Phase to gain the following effects:
• Set the Aim of one of the War Machine’s Artillery Weapons to the value given in brackets (X+).
• You may reroll the roll on the Misfire Table.
• You may reroll the dice (all of them or none) for determining the number of hits of a Flamethrower Artillery
Weapon.
The effects last until the end of the Shooting Phase.
21.A.a.10 Feigned Flight (page 94)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
If a units consisting entirely of models with Feigned Flight do not become Shaken if they voluntarily chooses Flee
as Charge Reaction and passes its their Rally Test in its their next Player Turn, it does not become Shaken. (...)
This rule does not apply if a the unit fails to rally on the next friendly Player Turn or Flees involuntarily (...).
21.A.a.11 Fly (X, Y) (page 94)
Add the bold text:
A unit using Flying Movement ignores all Terrain Features and units during the Flying Movement, except for the
Charged unit during a Charge Move.
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21.A.a.12 Frenzy (page 95)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
At the start of the Charge Phase, each of your non-Fleeing units with at least one model with Frenzy that could
declare a Charge against is unengaged, does not contain any Shaken models, and has an enemy unit inside its
Front Arc within the unit’s Advance Rate +7” must take a Discipline Test, called a Frenzy Test. If the test is failed,
the whole unit must declare a Charge this Player Turn if possible.
21.A.a.13 Front Rank (page 95)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
A model with Front Rank must always be placed as far forwards as possible in its unit. This normally means that it
must be placed in the first rank unless specifically stated otherwise.
Models with and models without Front Rank must be placed inside their units so that the following
conditions are satisfied as best as possible, in decreasing priority order:
• 1st priority: The Front Facings of models without Front Rank must be placed as far backwards as
possible.
• 2nd priority: The Front Facings of models with Front Rank must be placed as far forwards as possible.
(...)
• If the model has a larger base than the R&F models, it is considered to be in all ranks its base occupies for the
purposes of calculating Full Ranks. For calculating the number of models in the unit’s ranks (e.g. for Full Ranks,
Line Formation, Area Attack), the large base counts as the number of models it replaces displaces, or would
displace if there aren’t enough models.
21.A.a.16 Light Troops (page 97)
Add the bold text:
• Infantry Characters gain Light Troops while joined to Infantry units of the same Height with Light Troops, and
lose this instance of Light Troops when leaving that unit.
21.A.a.17 Magic Resistance (X) (page 97)
Add the bold text:
Learned Spells and Bound Spells targeting at least one enemy unit, including a model or model part inside a
unit, with one or more models with Magic Resistance suffer a -X modifier to their casting roll (where X is given in
brackets).
21.A.a.21 Rally Around the Flag (page 97)
Add the bold text:
All units, including Fleeing units, within 12” of a friendly non-Fleeing model with Rally Around the Flag may
reroll failed Discipline Tests.
21.A.a.26 Stand Behind (page 99)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The model can be placed anywhere inside its unit (its Front Facing doesn’t have to be placed as far forwards as
possible and it can be placed farther backwards than that of models without Front Rank, even if it the
model has Front Rank). Its Front Facing cannot be placed farther forwards inside a unit than that of any model
with Front Rank but without Stand Behind. Ignore Stand Behind for models with Mismatching Bases.
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21.A.a.32 Tall (page 100)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Line of Sight drawn to or from a model or Unit Boundary with Tall is not blocked by models of the same Height
(as the model or Unit Boundary with Tall), unless the intervening model also has Tall. Remember that this also
affects Cover (if a model blocks Line of Sight it contributes to Hard Cover, otherwise only to Soft Cover).
The Unit Boundary of units with more than half of their models or more with Tall is considered to be Tall
for the purpose of drawing Line of Sight to the Unit Boundary and determining if its unit benefits from
Cover.
21.A.a.33 Terror (page 100)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The model is Units with more than half of their models with Terror are immune to the effects of Terror.
21.A.a.34 Towering Presence (page 100)
Add the following text:
The Unit Boundary of units with half their models or more with Towering Presence is considered to have
Towering Presence for the purpose of drawing Line of Sight to the Unit Boundary and determining if its unit
benefits from Cover.
21.A.a.38 Vanguard (X) (page 100)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
If both players have units with Vanguard, alternate moving units one at a time, starting with the player that
finished deploying who completed their normal deployment last.
21.B.c R&F Models in a Combined Unit Wiped out (page 102)
Add the following text:
Models with Front Rank that are positioned in a rank other than the first when the last R&F model is removed as a
casualty remain in the rank they occupy (this may result in the reduction of files compared to the unit's original
formation).
21.B.d.1 Charging out of a Unit (page 103)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
If the Failed Charge Move is too short to place the Character outside 1” of the Combined Unit, the Character is no
longer considered a separate unit and remains in the Combined Unit. All the and all models in the Combined Unit
are Shaken until the end of the Player Turn.
21.B.e Distributing Hits onto Combined Units (page 103)
Add the bold text:
The player making the attack distributes hits onto the R&F Health Pool and Characters. In case of attacks that
are not made by either player, the owner of the affected unit distributes the hits. All simultaneous hits must
be distributed as equally as possible, meaning that no model can take a second hit until all models have taken a
single hit, and so on.
21.D.b.3 Distracting (page 105)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Close Combat Attacks allocated towards a model with Distracting suffer a −1 to-hit modifier. This to-hit modifier
cannot be combined with Ignore this rule if the attack is affected by any other negative to-hit modifiers.
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21.E.b Shields (page 106)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Two-Handed weapons prevent the simultaneous use of a Shield against Melee Attacks While using a
Two-Handed weapon, a Shield can only be used when being attacked by Ranged Attacks.
21.F.a Close Combat Weapons (page 106)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Close Combat Weapons are used in close combat and can confer various benefits and drawbacks to the bearer
while using the weapon model’s Close Combat Attacks. The rules for a Close Combat Weapon are only applied
when using the weapon in question (i.e. they don’t apply to Special Attacks, such as Stomp Attacks, or when using
a different weapon). Mundane Close Combat Weapons are listed in table 9.
21.G.b.15 March and Shoot – Shooting (page 113)
Add the bold text:
March Moving in the same Player Turn while affected by this Attack Attribute does not prevent the attack from
being performed, unless the attack is also subject to Move or Fire.
21.G.b.22 Two-Handed (page 114)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
A model using a weapon with Two-Handed cannot simultaneously use a Shield only when being attacked by
Ranged against Melee Attacks.
22 Special Items (page 116)
Add the following text:
In case of Multipart Models, these upgrades can only be bought for the model part with a Special Item allowance.
22.A.a Weapon Enchantments (page 116)
Add the bold text:
• A model armed with an enchanted weapon (including a Hand Weapon) must use it if possible.
22.B.c One Use Only (page 117)
Move the subsection to:
22.B.c 2.A.e One Use Only
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Cosmetic Patches
Rulebook
4.C Unit Spacing (page 26)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
• During an Advance Move, or a March Move, or a Swift Reform, units may come up to 0.5” of these elements but
must be more than 1” away at the end of the move (see figure 8).
8.D.a.1 Header (page 26)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
In the example, an army may contain up to two four units Tin Men, regardless of their size, equipment, etc.
9.C Building the Battlefield (page 33)*
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
For smaller battles involving Warbands, we recommend playing on a board that is 36” wide and 48” deep (half the
standard board), while for. In this case, all references to the "short Board Edge" below refer to the 48" edge,
and the "long Board Edge" refers to the 36" edge. For bigger games involving Grand Armies we recommend
that the players increase the size of the board as they see fit in order to accommodate the larger armies.
9.D Deployment Types (page 34)*
Replace the two instances of 12” in the figure of 6: Marching Columns with >12”.
11.E.b Charge Move (page 41)
Add the following text:
• Align units (see “Aligning Units” below).
15.H.1 Overrun (page 73)
Remove the crossed out text:
A unit that fought its First Round of Combat after Charging can choose to make a special Pursuit Move called
Overrun (instead of a Post-Combat Pivot or Post-Combat Reform), (...).
21.A.a.16 Light Troops (page 97)
Add the bold text:
• The unit can move backwards and sideways as if moving forwards (i.e. up to its Advance/March Rate, and a unit
can combine backwards, sideways, and forwards movement), but cannot leave the board with any part of its
Unit Boundary.
23 Summaries - Secondary Objectives
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
3 – Counterthrust: Players must only deploy a single non-Character unit during their first 3 turns. Units must be
deployed at least more than 20” away from enemies.
6 – Marching Columns: Players must only deploy a single non-Character unit during their first 3 turns. Each unit
must be closer to farther from the short Board Edge chosen by the owner than the previous friendly units (War
Machines, War Platforms, Characters, and Scouts ignore this). Possibility to make units Delayed.
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2.A.c Simultaneous Effects (BRB, page 5)
This erratum specifies that the rules refer to normal deployment, excluding Special Deployment (e.g. Scouting units).
3.B Units (BRB, page 8)
The rules did not specify explicitly how to treat models on a larger base than the other models in the unit. In
addition, the erratum specifies that also ranks with gaps inside them (not only shorter ranks) are considered
incomplete.
3.B.e Unit Boundary (BRB, page 8)
The Height of Unit Boundaries was not defined, making determining Cover impossible for units with models mixed
Heights. Remember that Cover is determined by how much of the Facing (which is part of the Unit Boundary) is
obscured. The reference to Towering Presence was added due to the new erratum for that Model Rule.
3.C.a Base Contact between Units and Models (BRB, page 10)
The rules were not clear if a model not in physical base contact with an enemy unit but Fighting a Duel (which makes
the model count as being in base contact with the enemy model in the Duel) counts as being in base contact with the
enemy unit.
3.C.a.1 Base Contact between Models across Gaps (BRB, page 10)
Clarification that “opposite Facings” refer to the models’ Facings corresponding to the Facings which their units are
Engaged in.
4.B Line of Sight (BRB, page 12)
The rules were unclear if Line of Sight could be drawn to parts of a Unit Boundary that are not inside the unit’s Front
Arc. The rules did not unambiguously clarify that Line of Sight is not blocked by models in the same unit as the model
that is drawing Line of Sight. In addition, this erratum prevents Large/Gigantic models to hide inside units of
Standard models. Even if Line of Sight cannot be drawn to the Unit Boundary (due to Height definition of Unit
Boundaries, see erratum to 3.B.e above), drawing Line of Sight to any model is sufficient.
4.C Unit Spacing (BRB, page 13)
The rules previously didn’t specify if picking up a unit during e.g. a Reform or Pivot counted as moving the unit
farther than 1” away regarding the Unit Spacing rule.
5.B.a Random Characteristics (BRB, page 15)
Multipart Models with several model parts with a Random Characteristic were not covered by the original rules.
6.D Priority of Modifiers (BRB, page 17)
This erratum was necessary because otherwise for models with Attack Value/Agility 0 in their unit profile, e.g.
modifying their Attack Value by +1 and -1 at the same time would have resulted in Attack Value 1.
7.A Classification of Attacks (BRB, page 18)
For certain attacks it was unclear who the attacker is, which is relevant for determining the player who distributes
the hits.
7.B Attack Sequence (BRB, page 19)
The rules did not specify at which point exactly inflicted wounds count as “unsaved”, which is however necessary for
the interaction of effects that are triggered by a unit suffering unsaved wounds.
9.D Deployment Types (BRB, page 34)
The rules did not cover the deployment of armies that consist of less than 3 units that deploy normally.
9.E Secondary Objectives (BRB, page 35)
Clarification of ambiguous wording.
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10.A Deployment Phase Sequence (BRB, page 37)
This erratum specifies that the rules refer to normal deployment, excluding Special Deployment (e.g. Scouting units).
10.D Declare Intent to Go First or Second (BRB, page 37)
Clarification that only the player that finishes deploying first has to declare if they want to play first or second.
10.G Move Vanguarding Units (BRB, page 38)
This erratum specifies that the rules refer to normal deployment, excluding Special Deployment (e.g. Scouting units).
10.I Roll For First Turn (BRB, page 38)
This erratum specifies that the rules refer to normal deployment, excluding Special Deployment (e.g. Scouting units).
11.B Declaring Charges (BRB, page 39)
The first part is a consequence of the errata to 3.B.2 and 4.B, see above. The second part clarifies units need to be
able to align towards each other in order for a Charge to be possible to declare. In addition, the erratum specifies that
you don’t take into account any potential casualties from other units that already declared a Charge when assessing
if there is enough room for a unit declaring a Charge.
11.C.c Flee (BRB, page 40)
The erratum specifies that a unit that declared a Charge against the unit that just fled from the Charge does not have
to attempt to Redirect right away but can also wait until another declares a Charge against the Fleeing unit.
11.D Redirecting a Charge (BRB, page 41)
The erratum specifies that a unit that passed its test to Redirect can only declare a new Charge before any other unit
declares a Charge.
11.E.c Aligning Units (BRB, page 41)
The rules were not intended to allow align moves away from the Charging or Charged unit.
11.E.f Combined Charges (BRB, page 43)
The previous rules could be abused to force an enemy unit to align in order to make a previously impossible Charge
possible.
11.E.i Impossible Charge (BRB, page 46)
This situation was not covered by the rules.
11.E.k Blocked Path (BRB, page 46)
The erratum specifies that Blocked Path does not apply to Charges during Overruns and Pursuits. In addition, before
the erratum, it was possible to create situations with single model units in which an enemy unit could neither declare
any Charges nor use Blocked Path due to a single model unit being positioned in a way that prevented it from
aligning its Charged Facing with the Charging unit. The amendment fixes an incompatibility of the Blocked Path rules
with the general rules for Declaring Charges, and specifies that Blocked Path can only be applied for Charging
unengaged units.
12.D.d Reform (BRB, page 51)
The erratum allows units that performed a Post-Combat Reform (which follows the rules for Reforms) to perform
Shooting Attacks in the Shooting Phase of the next Player Turn.
13.G.a Spell Properties (BRB, page 55)
This erratum clarifies that only effects affecting the Caster do not apply to the spell effects, while effects affecting the
target do.
13.H.a Casting Attempt (BRB, page 57)
Clarification that a spell must have a legal target in order for a player to cast that spell.
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13.K.c Raise Health Points (BRB, page 60)
This erratum specifies how Raised Champions are placed inside units, clarifying that they cannot displace Characters.
14.A.a Shooting With a Unit (BRB, page 61)
Clarification of ambiguous wording, allowing models in Shaken units and units that performed a March Move to use
Shooting Weapons provided they are not Shaken or did not perform a March Move themselves, and different model
parts on a Multipart Model to use different Shooting Weapons.
14.D Hopeless Shots (BRB, page 65)
The erratum specifies that to-hit modifiers usually don’t affect the second to-hit roll.
15.D.a Initiative Order (BRB, page 67)
The rules didn’t cover Agility values below 0, which can occur when a model whose unmodified Agility is 0 is subject
to an Agility modifier.
15.D.c.1 Supporting Attacks (BRB, page 68)
The keyword “always” prevented the modification of the number of Supporting Attacks via addition modifiers.
15.D.d.1 Swirling Melee (BRB, page 68)
The rules did not define in which Facings the model using the Swirling Melee rules and the enemy R&F models were
considered to be Engaged in (which is relevant for other rules like Parry).
15.D.f Losing Base Contact (BRB, page 69)
The erratum specifies how to handle situations in which two units lose base contact due to both of them losing
models. In addition, it clarifies that only ever one of the two units is nudged to reestablish base contact. Also, the
erratum clarifies that any unit is always only nudged the minimum amount needed to keep it and the enemy unit it
lost contact with in combat, even if this means that another friendly unit will no be able to be nudged back into
contact.
15.E.c Fighting a Duel (BRB, page 70)
For models fighting a Duel that are not in physical base contact with any enemy models, the rules did not specify
which Facing these models count as Engaged in. In addition, the erratum specifies that Special Attacks usually can
only target the opposing duellist’s unit.
15.H.c Pursuit Distance and Pursuing Units (BRB, page 74)
The rules were clear that a unit that performed a Post-Combat Reform in the previous Player Turn could not perform
a Charge during a Pursuit Move, but the erratum was needed to specify how to treat the enemy unit instead.
15.H.e.2 Post-Combat Reform (BRB, page 78)
Streamlined with 21.A.a.23 Scoring.
16.B Removing Casualties (BRB, page 81)
Before, the BRB did not specify what to do when the removal of casualties results in gaps in the formation (this may
happen e.g. in Skink Brave/Caiman units or in units that contain several Characters on larger Matching Bases). In
addition, this erratum specifies that all effects tied to a model, including activated One use only effects, end as soon as
their source is removed as a casualty, unless specifically stated otherwise (e.g. spells).
16.B.a Removing R&F Models (BRB, page 81)
The rules were imprecise regarding the removal of casualties from units with incomplete ranks containing models
on larger bases, e.g. Caimans in Skink units. In addition, the erratum specifies that models are always removed as
casualties one by one.
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17.A Panic Test (BRB, page 83)
If a unit suffered 25% or more Health Point losses while Engaged in Combat, it did not have to take a Panic Test if it
lost 25% or more Health Points due to failed Dangerous Terrain Tests, e.g. during Overrun and Pursuit Moves. If it
lost less than 25% of its Health Points while Engaged, these Heath Point losses contributed to the percentage of
Heath Point losses from failed Dangerous Terrain Tests when determining if 25% or more were lost during a single
phase. In addition, the erratum clarifies that you first remove casualties and then take the Panic Test. It also specifies
that you Flee away from the closest enemy unit if the enemy unit that caused the Panic Test is no longer on the
Battlefield.
20.A.a Dangerous Terrain (X) (BRB, page 89)
Before this erratum, when taking Dangerous Terrain Tests, rolling for each model one after another could lead to
fewer models taking tests than models moving through the Dangerous Terrain (imagine a unit with 2 ranks with 5
models each: you could take the first 5 tests for the first rank, fail 2 tests, remove 2 casualties from the second rank,
so that when the second rank touches the Dangerous Terrain, you only needed to take 3 more tests, totalling up to 8
instead of 10 tests). In most cases, the new mechanic is equivalent with moving a unit as normal, marking the point
where it enters the Dangerous Terrain Feature, and then rolling for the Dangerous Terrain Tests at the end of the
move, potentially backtracking it to the marked position if the unit needs to take a Panic Test or similar.
The erratum also clarifies what “as close as possible” means, and that the player does not necessarily have to
announce the end position of the unit’s move, but the position where the unit will end up after moving into or
through the Terrain Feature that will cause the Dangerous Terrain Tests, and that the unit can continue its move
afterwards.
20.B.b/f/g Fields/Ruins/Walls (BRB, pages 90 and 91)
This erratum specifies that Cover is determined based on the Unit Boundary of a unit having Towering Presence or
not.
21.A.a.1 Ambush (BRB, page 93)
This erratum specifies that each player only rolls for their Ambushers in their own Player Turns, and that Ambushing
models count as having moved for shooting only in the Player Turn in which they arrive on the Battlefield.
21.A.a.6 Commanding Presence (BRB, page 94)
The erratum specifies that Fleeing units can benefit from the rule despite not being able to perform any voluntary
actions.
21.A.a.7 Engineer (X+) (BRB, page 94)
The erratum specifies which War Machines can be used for the effect and when the effect ends.
21.A.a.10 Feigned Flight (BRB, page 94)
This erratum removes the ambiguity of the original wording, which could be misinterpreted as units with Feigned
Flight automatically passing their Rally Test in the next Player Turn (we updated the wording in order to make the
erratum more easily comprehensible).
21.A.a.11 Fly (X, Y) (BRB, page 94)
This erratum covers a loophole in the rules, as units ignored enemy units during Flying Movement but actually need
to be able to move into contact with the Charged unit in order for the two units to align.
21.A.a.12 Frenzy (BRB, page 95)
The previous wording was ambiguous as to whether a unit with Frenzy had to take a Frenzy Test if there was e.g. a
friendly unit in front of it, blocking it from declaring a Charge, but which could enable a Charge of the unit with
Frenzy by declaring a Charge itself. This erratum clarifies that the unit has to take a Frenzy Test in situations like
these.
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21.A.a.13 Front Rank (BRB, page 95)
The rules were ambiguous as to what exactly was meant with a model being placed “as far forwards as possible”.
Clarification of ambiguous wording.
21.A.a.16 Light Troops (BRB, page 97)
The erratum clarifies when exactly Character lose Light Troops when leaving a unit.
21.A.a.17 Magic Resistance (X) (BRB, page 97)
Clarification that Magic Resistance also works if not the entire unit is targeted by a spell but also if only a single
model/model part is.
21.A.a.21 Rally Around the Flag (BRB, page 97)
The erratum specifies that Fleeing units can benefit from the rule despite not being able to perform any voluntary
actions.
21.A.a.26 Stand Behind (BRB, page 99)
The rules were adjusted to work with the Front Rank erratum above.
21.A.a.32 Tall (BRB, page 100)
Additional information for drawing Line of Sight to Unit Boundaries, see the errata for 3.B.e and 4.B above.
Tall was streamlined with Towering Presence.
21.A.a.33 Terror (BRB, page 100)
The erratum specifies how to treat units in which not all models have Terror.
21.A.a.34 Towering Presence (BRB, page 100)
The rules did not cover how Towering Presence affects the Unit Boundary of Combined Units containing models with
Towering Presence.
21.A.a.38 Vanguard (X) (BRB, page 100)
This erratum specifies that the rules refer to normal deployment, excluding Special Deployment (e.g. Scouting units).
21.B.c R&F Models in a Combined Unit Wiped out (BRB, page 102)
Before, the BRB did not specify what to do when all R&F models in a Combined Unit containing several models with
Front Rank. This is mostly relevant for models with Front Rank on bases that are larger those of the R&F models in
their unit.
21.B.d.1 Charging out of a Unit (BRB, page 103)
The rules were not clear if the models are Shaken only if the Character remains in the unit or if the Character fails the
Charge in general.
21.B.e Distributing Hits onto Combined Units (BRB, page 103)
For certain attacks it was unclear who the attacker is, which made it impossible to determine the player who
distributes the hits (see erratum for 7.A above)
21.D.b.3 Distracting (BRB, page 105)
The erratum clarifies how Distracting interacts with other negative to-hit modifiers.
21.E.b Shields (BRB, page 106)
This erratum does not change how Shields work, it just clarifies how they interact e.g. with the new Cascading Fire
(i.e. when using a Two-Handed weapon in close combat, the Armour bonus from Shields is ignored).
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21.F.a Close Combat Weapons (BRB, page 106)
The erratum prevents issues with effects from Close Combat Weapons that are intended to be applied to certain
Special Attacks (e.g. Breath Attacks) and also outside of close combat (e.g. Armour bonuses or effects allowing the
use of the weapon as a Shooting Weapon).
21.G.b.15 March and Shoot – Shooting (BRB, page 113)
A unit that performed a March Move in the Movement Phase and is the target of Raven's Wing in the Magic Phase,
gaining Light Troops and thus March and Shoot, is not supposed to be able to fire its Shooting Weapons in the
Shooting Phase.
21.G.b.22 Two-Handed (BRB, page 114)
See 21.G.b.22 Two-Handed.
22 Special Items (BRB, page 116)
The erratum specifies that Special Items cannot be bought for model parts on mounts.
22.A.a Weapon Enchantments (BRB, page 116)
The erratum fixes a loophole that existed for mundane weapons with an enchantment on a model that usually could
not use the mundane weapon (e.g. an enchanted Lance on an Infantry model).
22.B.c One Use Only (BRB, page 117)
One use only was only defined for Special Items, however the rules is used throughout the Army Books also for
effects other than Special Items. In order for the definition of One use only to also apply to those effects, it was moved
to the General Principles chapter.
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